
FAQs

This section includes frequently asked questions (FAQs) (and their respective answers) about the Priva product family.    

Use these FAQs to answer common questions about Microsoft Priva or further educate yourself on the offering. 

1.  What does the suite of products cover?

The suite covers a wide range of privacy-related 

functionalities, including automated privacy 

assessments, tracker compliance capabilities, privacy 

risk mitigation, consent management, and data subject 

rights requests.

2. Are the products customizable to suit our 
specific privacy needs?

Yes, the products are customizable to align with your 

organization’s unique privacy requirements and 

regulatory environment. You can configure settings and 

policies, as well as deploy branded consent models and 

subjects rights request forms to tailor the solution to 

your exact needs.

3. How do the products ensure compliance 
with relevant regulations such as General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) or the 
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)?

The products are designed to adhere to regulatory 

standards and provide the flexibility needed to comply 

with regulations such as GDPR and CCPA.

4. What kind of support and training options 
are available for implementing and using the 
privacy suite?

We provide comprehensive support and training options to 

ensure successful implementation and utilization of the 

privacy suite. This includes training sessions, documentation, 

and ongoing technical support to address any questions or 

issues that may arise.

5. How scalable are the privacy products as 
      our data volumes and privacy needs grow?

The privacy products are designed to be highly scalable, 

capable of accommodating growing data volumes and 

evolving privacy needs using the power and reach of 

Microsoft Azure. Whether you’re a small startup or a large 

enterprise, the products can scale horizontally and vertically 

to meet the demands of your expanding data ecosystem.

6. What’s the difference between Microsoft 
Priva and Microsoft Purview?

Purview is a data governance platform that helps you 

manage and understand where your data resides. 

Priva is a suite of solutions that address top-of-mind 

needs within data privacy compliance operations. 


